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Seeking solace from his dark past, Wolverinu undergoes
program X, a painful procedure of binding his bones to
adamantium and making him virtually indestructible. As a
result of this gruesome procedure, Wolverinu prevails to
become the strongest of the blockchain heroes. 

Wolverinu has been tarnished his entire life: 5 steps forward
was always met with 10 steps back. Nevertheless, his quick
regenerative properties allow him to bounce back from every dip
or pitfall.

Our Mutated warrior is scarred from his past. Humanity can be
cruel and evil, but blood never tasted any better. Fueled by
anger, Wolverinu will rule Ethereum alongside his following of
5000 free souls. Liberated by economic discord, unity is found
in outliers. Wolverinu is free to dominate the ERC20 Network. 

Our hero takes a vow to use his superhuman powers to save
humanity from his evil brother, Victor. To overthrow his own
blood, he must take over the Ethereum network.
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Wolverinu was born into
chaos. He was but a fleeting
thought in a daydream where
his brother had forced him
into a locked 6 month battle.

A broken playground has earned
its rights to pay back its
community. Wolverinu brings a
fun game to the community to
reward their undying loyalty. A
mess of a life has been overcome
with indomitable belief. 

A lone Wolves has now become a
team of exonerated men and
women… or should we say, X-
Inus. Powerful influence and
call to action have created an
undeniable force. 

Dubbed the guardian of the
Inu galaxy, Wolverinu calls on
his community to aid him in
his conquest: Conquering the
Ethereum world to rise above
Victor.

A force that will become the leader of the crypto world....

A childhood in the shadows has
taught our brave hero to move in
silence. Therefore, he has launched
himself in stealth to engage others
to aid him in his battle against the
errors of the world.
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Once Wolverinu let members into his community, the
X-men grew. It quickly became evident that the
Wolverinu community is indestructible and
unstoppable. Records were broken and bones will be
broken if you get in the way… 

The community is relentless, like a wolf in the wild,
where the only focus is to EAT. The pack protects
one another, which makes them stronger as a family.
Growth is inevitable. Dips are appetizing, and the
pack is ALWAYS hungry.
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Blood, sweat, and tears never tasted any sweeter. A team's
transparency reflects on its community's loyalty. 

Milestone after milestone has been met with Wolverinu slashing past
every obstacle. All the while, rigorous community engagement has been

maintained. 
A leader leads by example. Therefore, our hero has renounced

ownership of the contract, locked liquidity for a minimum of 6 months,
and burned tokens at every triumph.

The Wolverinu pack has delivered on promises time and time again.
Announcing our P2E game:

 
The game will be called: X-INU

The developer of said game will be the one and only @ParadoxDesigner,
Shiba Inu’s very own logo designer. 
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4% Buybacks

1% Reflections  

5% Marketing &
Development

Wolverinu holders will see their
bags grow over time as 1% of each
transaction is distributed to
Wolverinu holders.

Supporting long term stability and
value growth by buying back and
burning. 

Wolverinu’s expert marketing team
will continually grow the currency
and expand its reach. Game
development is heavily seeded in
Wolverinu’s future plans.
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With our professional full-time artists and Shiba Inu's logo designer on
the team, we will be creating high-quality, art gallery-worthy NFT’s. Our

NFT’s will be usable in the Wolverinu play-to-earn game as playable
characters. Wolverinu’s unique 1 of 1 NFT’s will come with the original

physical art piece, which will be sent to the buyer.

The Wolverinu game is a classic Mortal Kombat style, one on one battle
game, where players will fight each other to the death and win Wolverinu

tokens as rewards. Players can trade their rewards for new NFT
characters which will be playable within the game.
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Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Contests & GiveAways
Voting Listings
Trending on DexTools
3000 Holders
2000 Telegram members
Whitepaper v1 release

October:

November:

December:

NFT Marketplace
Blockfolio Listing
CEX Listing
10000 Holders
5000 Telegram members
 Release beta footage of
Wolverinu P2E game
Present progress of
Wolverinu P2E Game
Website v220000 Holders

10000 Telegram
members
Start working with
comic book
creators
Release Wolverinu
P2E Game
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Wolverinu draws inspiration from his celebrity cousin and plans to
launch his own comic book series too. Collaborating with the best

comic book writers and artists, Wolverinu comics plans to become an
all original hit in the comic book world.

 
His journey to fame will be accompanied by a wide range of collectible

merchandise, such as toys and art pieces.
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Install the Metamask plugin
for Chrome. 

Connect your Wallet to Uniswap.

Visit https://app.uniswap.org 
and click the Use Uniswap

button. 
When Metamask asks for your

signature, click confirm.

Paste the contract address:
0xca7b3ba66556c4da2e2a9

afef9c64f909a59430a
And swap for ETH.

Head to metamask.io and install the Chrome extension. 
Follow the steps from their guide to set up your wallet.

Fund your Wallet with ETH. 
 You can buy via Metamask - or
transfer ETH from your chosen

wallet/exchange
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